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Best apps to create videos for social media

Illustration by Otto SteiningerKeeping your social media contacts and mixed media files organized is very important if you want to expand your computer's range of word processing, internet browsing devices to an all-force entertainment system. Use this free download to keep everything available, from YouTube and Hulu videos to your Facebook friends. We also suggest some freeware for editing photos and music that is not skimp
on functionality even if it costs nothing. Because what fun is social media if you can't take Photoshop lolcats to take photos of your friends and share the results with them? One word to be wise: All of these downloads should work with Windows 7, and most work with previous versions of Windows, too; but always double-check the operating system and system required from a program before building a home for it in your computer's
memory. It's also not a bad idea to build a full-system backup and create a new system restore point before installing any new apps. Freemake Video Downloader allows you to save online video for offline viewing in the format of your choice. Freemake Video Downloader: This free app rips up flash video from online resources and converts it to the format you prefer for offline viewing. Freemake Video downloads the in-flight conversion
as it downloads, and it provides information such as file size and duration as it processes video. The app allows you to tear up video from MTV video sites, such as those for Comedy Central, South Park Studios, The Daily Show, and VH1. It also works with Hula -- at least for now. Hulu is known to release frequent security updates specifically to prevent downloaders or set the top box from viewing its content. (Freemake can't tear up
videos that Hulaw is playing from other sites, such as Fox Glee.) Photo Pos Pro: Most photo editors choose you between simple but ineffective and powerful but complicated. Photo Pos Pro, however, neatly balances power and usability. The download interface is clean and intuitive, and you'll find any automated editing tools you can ask for: red eye reduction, auto image sharpening or blurring, image warming or cooling, adding frames
and special effects, and more. This package also provides drawing tools along with the ability to work in layers. For the robust editing tool available easy, Photo Pos Pro is a great option. FastStone Image Viewer quickly displays images captured in a wide range of file formats. FastStone Image Viewer: With photo tools built into Windows, browsing through snapshots quickly gets boring. FastStone Image Viewer displays lightning-fast
images and allows you to look at them in your folders as thumbnails. You can crop, rotate, and resize images; Or create the slide. The program also allows you to convert between file formats. One of fastStone's biggest strengths is the viewer's image that it can be just about any graphics or photo file format you have up I've heard of it. In addition, you can use it Movie. Songbird's open source music player allows you to sync music
with your Android phone, and accepts several third-party apps. Songbird: Although it resembles an iTunes player, Songbird can do it a lot more. This open source music player can play several audio formats including Apple FairPlay encrypted audio and Drm Windows media files. You can discover players with custom third-party add-ons to change its appearance, enhance built-in browser performance, expand playback capabilities,
add music features, and more. Note that Songbird lacks rip-off CDs, video support, and supports iPhone and iPod Touch. You may want to use Songbird as your primary music player yet, but playing with its various add-ons is fun. Audacity is an open source program for recording and editing audio files, mixing songs, and creating sounds. Audacity: Powerful, free, open source audacity can record audio and music as well as edit it --
and it offers a surprisingly remarkable set of editing tools. In all likelihood, it has more horsepower than you need. It provides several dozen sound effects, has a capable mixer, and works with files in AIFF, MP3, OggVorbis, and .wav file formats. You can mix an unlimited number of tracks, and you can create soundscapes by generating sounds and mixing them. Audacity is great for people who want to play around with sound, as well
as for more experienced editors looking to put something together in flies. DestroyTwitter provides hashtag filtering and other tools to exert stricter control over Twitter content. DestroyTwitter: Despite its name, this lightweight, air-based desktop customer is all about Twitter's rise. The app allows you to do everything from changing font sizes to adding new themes. If you want to filter users and certain hashtags, you can do so as well.
DestroyTwitter appears in a small window and allows you to easily browse through new tweets, @mentions and direct messages. By default, you get pop-up messages that alert you to new tweets, but you can disable them. Destroying the uncluttered interface make it an excellent Twitter management tool. Seesmic Desktop allows you to combine feeds from social media platforms on a single page. Seesmic Desktop: This app is one
of several apps that simplify your social media feeds by combining them in one place. When you get past the installation for Seesmic Desktop, the setup is simple: just provide your social media logins and passwords when Seesmic asks for them, and it automatically integrates them into multiple frames. Windows Live Essentials 2011: This consumer-focused suite of free Microsoft flagship software package applications uses web-
based productivity programs to manage and share online images, video editing, and sharing documents and files between PCs. In addition Microsoft announced that Dell Windows Live Essentials 2011 will bundle with computers that sell during the holiday season. Applications in Windows Live Includes everything from Windows Live Photo Galleries (to share photos with your friends on Facebook, Flickr, SkyDrive, and SmugMug) to
Live Windows Mesh (to sync files and folders across your PCs and connect to your PC from almost anywhere). Windows Live Essentials 2011 is surprisingly open in how it works and connects to third-party services like Flickr and YouTube. Usually Microsoft gives a cold shoulder to large frenemies companies and encourages its customers to exclusively use Microsoft's services. This update to the Essentials suite extends its reach
beyond the Microsoft world. Note: When you buy something after clicking on the links in our articles, we may earn a small commission. Read our affiliate link policy for details. Details.
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